After searching for another leader to follow, but finding none faithfully holding to the full restored truth, David C. Pack was led to start The Restored Church of God (RCG) on May 3, 1999.
Due to copyright laws, Mr. Pack had to rewrite every one of Mr. Armstrong's books and booklets, plus new ones that became necessary not named on this list. Above left, a 3x5 index card that Mr. Pack carried in his wallet throughout the long writing process. Although initially daunted by the task, he went to work systematically rewriting the abundance of literature so necessary to explain and teach the truths of God. The card reflects the order of what was written, with the last one having finally been crossed out. Above right, a picture of the first rewritten booklet, *Which is the Real Gospel?*, completed in 2000.
Top, a display of literature and tools produced by The Restored Church of God. Middle, examining production of materials alongside the manager of the Mailing Department and Print Services. Bottom, The Restored Church of God Catalog of Literature, which is updated every month.
Produced for all who have a Worldwide Church of God background, Mr. Pack’s *Splinter Explanation Packet* explains in plain language and with clear proofs the mass doctrinal confusion that took place during the WCG apostasy and thereafter. Thousands of packets have been sent out to ex-WCG members during and since its production.
Top, Mr. Pack guided the production of numerous leadership tools, crucial manuals to train field ministers, as well as leaders at Headquarters. Among these tools was the extensive Leadership Development Program. Bottom, understanding the importance of properly training and guiding the youth in God’s Church, Mr. Pack oversaw the production of many kinds of literature for the youth, some of which include the Children’s Bible Lessons and The Story of the Bible series. This meant personally editing every one of these kinds of pieces of literature as well.
In February 2003, Mr. Pack began producing *The World to Come* program in audio for the ever-expanding worldwide audience of Internet users. Recordings began in a make-shift studio set up each week in Mr. Pack’s office, until an early audio studio, followed by a later one, was built. Bottom is the “tech closet” and the second studio.
Since the start of The Restored Church of God, the Pastor General always travels to each North American Feast of Tabernacles site to deliver sermons, update members on inspiring developments in the Work, and to visit and fellowship with brethren.
Above and opposite page, in 2002, yearly Ministerial & Leadership Conferences were started to ensure that the Church’s ministers and leaders were all on the same doctrinal “page.” Mr. Pack and others delivered updates on the Work, and lectures on organizing congregations, counseling and working with people, as well as a host of other subjects. On these special conference weekends, the Packs opened their home for attendees to fellowship.
Pictured here is one of the electric typewriters on which Mr. Armstrong wrote Church literature—which evidence reveals included portions of *Mystery of the Ages*. The typewriter, which was donated to The Restored Church of God, had been modified with enlarged keys, which were continually expanded in the later years, as Mr. Armstrong's eyesight grew dimmer. The 220 volts symbol in red indicates he used this one when traveling overseas. This piece of equipment serves as an inspiring symbol to the abundance of literature that Mr. Armstrong was led to write. For obvious reasons, it is one of Mr. Pack's favorites.